BREAKOUT

MEETINGS

AMPLIFY YOUR EVENT

WITH PROGRAMS THAT ROCK
when you select hard rock hotel amsterdam american for your meeting or event, you
are getting more than just guest rooms, expansive meeting spaces and custom-catered
themes — you are unlocking access to unparalleled programming that takes an average
event and makes it extraordinary. amplify your gathering with our “anything but beige”
breakout programs.

drum café interactive drumming

drum café brings a unique hands-on approach to teambuilding, leadership development
and Interactive entertainment. through the universal language of music and rhythm
they align, engage and inspire groups. recommended as “the quickest way to bring people
together”, drum cafe programs break barriers, unlock potential, and effect real
behavioral change. this is rhythm@work!

all is one community building

diving deep into musical collaboration, drum cafe’s community buidling is a detailed
workshop that takes both skill acquisition and business analogies to a higher level.
everybody gets back more energy than they put in.
10 - 80 participants
2,5 – 5 hours

all is one drum circle

participants walk into the room in response to a drum-call, to find an african ‘djembe’
drum on every chair. attendees pick up the drum and do something they’ve possibly never
done before. groups become motivated, receptive to training, and open to collaboration.
programming is fully scalable and customized to meet your desired outcomes.
10 - 80 participants
45 - 80 minutes

i want to break free popquiz by hard rock hotel amsterdam american

enjoy an hour full of amusing anecdotes and sassy sing-alongs, hosted by our witty
quizmaster in bar americain. amplify that musical knowledge while being treated to a
delicious personalized cocktail and tasty snacks. who will turn out to be the rock stars
of the evening?
10 – 200 participants
60 - 90 minutes

treasures of hard rock by hard rock hotel amsterdam american

maximize your group’s hard rock experience by a customized memorabilia tour hosted by
our vibe manager. hard rock hotel amsterdam american’s unique collection of music
memorabilia is vividly brought to life through our unique perspective and
storytelling style.
10 - 80 participants
30 - 45 minutes
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give back with clean the world by hard rock hotel amsterdam american

with our clean the world program, you can incorporate an eco-friendly exercise that
promotes team building and cooperation while giving back to local organizations. clean
the world provides all the guidance and materials for your group to build sanitized
hygiene kits crafted with recycled hotel amenities to help fight the global spread of
preventable diseases.
10 - 80 participants
60 - 90 minutes

songdivision musical experiences

since 2003, our partner songdivision has been a global pioneer of interactive musical
experiences for the meetings and events industry. songdivision helps leading companies
worldwide to communicate their purpose and core values using an array of music-fueled
services encompassing team building & incentives, conference openers & closers, and
corporate entertainment. the engaging programs are led by world-class musicians who
have worked with top artists.

song slam

in this ‘battle of the bands’ style event your teams compete for bragging rights by writing and performing original songs to represent your company’s vision and values, and all
backed by our expert musicians. no musical experience is required.
any amount of participants
2 - 4 hours

team anthem

anthems unify us by celebrating our history, traditions, and culture. unify your company
using music with an anthem written by your teams to express your purpose and values.
as always, no musical experience is required.
any amount of participants
30 - 90 minutes

living our mottos

social purpose is the life of hard rock, a company founded on the
mottos – love all-serve all, take time to be kind, save the planet,
and all is one. we work to improve lives, help communities and sustain the earth, infusing the power of music into all we do,
wherever we are.
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